Introduction
Digital Libraries (DL) are collections of information that have associated services delivered to user communities using a variety of technologies (Callan et al., 2003) . The collections of information can be scientific, business or personal data and can be represented as a digital text, image, audio, video or other media. Due to the amount and great variety of information stored, DL has become, with search engines in general, one of the major web services (Liaw & Huang, 2003) . Typically, DL have a global approach in which all users are presented with the same interface regardless the diversity of users in terms of preferences or skills. Nevertheless, different studies in information seeking have shown that matching the interface with users' preferences can help them to achieve their tasks in a satisfactory way (Marchionini, Plaisant & Komlodi, 1998; Bladfor, Stelmaszewska & Bryan-Kinns, 2001) . From this perspective personalization is a key tool to increase user satisfaction.
Personalization is defined as the ways in which information and services can be tailored to match the unique and specific needs of an individual or a community (Callan et al., 2003) . The key element of a personalized environment is the user model. A user model is a data structure that represents user behavior and captures human factors. The more information a user model has, the better the content and presentation will be tailored for each individual user. A user model is created through a user modeling process in which unobservable information about a user is inferred from observable information from that user; for example, using the interactions with the system (Zukerman, Albrecht, & Nicholson, 1999) . User models can be created using a user-guided approach, in which the models are directly created using the information provided by each user, or an automatic approach, in which the process of creating a user model is hidden from the user. The personalization elements constructed using a user-guided approach are usually called adaptable (Fink, Kobsa, & Nill, 1997) , while the ones produced using an automatic approach are usually called adaptive (Fink, Kobsa, & Nill, 1997; Brusilovsky & Schwarz, 1997) .
When considering human factors for personalization, cognitive style, which influences an individual's preferences for organizing and processing information, has been largely ignored. Nevertheless, in recent years, different studies (Graff, 2003; Chen & Macredie, 2002) have found that users' cognitive styles significantly influence their reaction to the application interface in terms of user control, multiple tools and nonlinear interaction. Some of these studies have focused on information searching interfaces (Moos & Hale, 1999) . This relevance implies that cognitive style can be a very relevant factor to include in a user model for personalization purposes, especially for information searching purposes (Moos & Hale, 1999) . The main inconvenience of including cognitive style in a user model is that, in order to identify the cognitive style of a user, each user will have to run a questionnaire. This process is a time-consuming activity that not all users of a personalized system would be willing to undertake.
While there are different applications, mainly learning environments, that personalize presentation and content using a cognitive approach (Triantafillou et al., 2002 , Papanikolau et al., 2003 Bajraktarevic, Hall & Fullick, 2003) , all of them assume that the cognitive style of each user of the system is known in advance, which implies that all users of that system have run a cognitive style test. While this assumption can be valid for testing environments (like the applications commented) or systems with a reduced number of users, the approach is not valid for large-scale personalized systems. In this context, the idea of automatically create user models that identify users' cognitive styles is essential, because it saves the user time consuming activities and directly allows the personalized system to present a cognitive personalized interface.
This paper presents, within the context of an information seeking environment known as the Brunel Library Catalogue, an automatic approach to identify users' cognitive styles to create adaptive user models. The user models created, which will contain the cognitive styles, can be used to personalize the digital library interface according to each user's cognitive style.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first we introduce the concept and architecture of personalized DL. Second we present the relationship between cognitive styles and user interface design. The third section of the paper presents the design of the experiments run for Brunel Library catalogue. The interactions captured in these experiments will be used to characterize and identify each user's cognitive style. The fourth section presents the design of different cognitive classification systems that automatically identify each user's cognitive style. We conclude the paper in section 5.
Personalized Digital Libraries
In general, DLs are made up of four components (Theng, Duncker, & Mohd-Nasir, 1999) : (1) information; (2) structure, describing the syntactic and semantic characteristics of the information; (3) interaction elements, referring to the searching interface, screen design, etc.; and (4) properties, referring to security, copyright issues, etc., of the information available in the DL. The services provided by DL through their interaction elements (interface) can be classified into three groups:
• Mechanisms for content selection. These mechanisms make it possible for each user to create a personal DL that contains only the information that is interesting and relevant to that user • Mechanisms to help in the process of navigation. These services present each user with an environment that better suit the way in which that user interacts with the DL.
• Information filtering (IF) and information retrieval (IR) mechanisms. These services provide ways to find and filter the vast amount of information that a user accesses and receives.
Although these three basic types of services provide the basic functionality needed by a DL user, they can be improved by the introduction of personalization. Personalization will create more tailored services that help and simplify the process of finding relevant information by using the content of each user model. Formally, a user model is as a set of information structures designed to represent one or more of the following elements (Kobsa, 2001) : (1) representation of assumptions about the knowledge, goals, plans preferences, tasks and/or abilities about one or more types of users; (2) representation of relevant common characteristics of users pertaining to specific user subgroups (stereotypes); (3) the classification of a user in one or more of these subgroups; (4) the recording of user behavior; (5) the formation of assumptions about the user based on the interaction history and/or (6) the generalization of the interaction histories of many users into stereotypes. In the context of user modeling a stereotype is defined as a cluster of users that share a common behavior.
Typically, personalization in DL has been user-driven. In this approach the user specifies his/her preferences directly to the DL, from the color background of the page, to the layout of the components or to the content of the information presented. The main inconveniences that this approach has are: (1) the concept of personalization cannot be necessarily understood by all the users of a DL, (2) users are not usually willing to give feedback to the system, even if it is for receiving a better service, and (3) users do not necessarily know what their interests are and how they change over time, and cannot provide information to the system. In constructing a user model that contains the cognitive style, there is an added inconvenience: users need to run a time-consuming test to identify the cognitive styles.
We think that a better approach to provide personalized DL services will be based on using user models that are automatically constructed using machine learning techniques, i.e. adaptive user models, because the application of these techniques will remove the limitations that a user-driven approach entails. Although machine learning techniques have been extensively used in e-commerce sites (mainly for recommendation purposes), their implementation in DL has been very limited up to now. Figure 1 presents the architecture of an adaptive DL. As can be seen, the interaction between the User and the DL is handled by a Decision Making & Personalization Engine, which takes into account the user models and the interaction, personalizes the interface and the results to each user. The adaptive characteristic is given by the "User Modeling Generation" module, which has as input a database containing the interactions between the set of users and the library, and automatically produces the set of user models. This automatic approach allows to observe users in an unobtrusively way and solves the problem that the user-guided approach has.
In this paper we are going to focus on the two modules responsible for automatically creating user models: The "User Modeling Generation" module and the "Database of Interaction" module. First we will design a set of experiments aimed at capturing user interactions with Brunel Library Catalogue, the output of which will be stored in the "Database Interaction Module". Then, using this information we are going to design a "User Modeling Generation module" that automatically constructs a set of user models that describe the cognitive style of each user. This set of user models makes it possible to implement a personalized DL from a cognitive style point of view while at the same time avoids the userdriven approach which will imply that each user of the library would need to run a test to identify his/her cognitive style. The following section highlights why cognitive style is a very relevant parameter for personalization.
Relevance of Cognitive Styles for Personalization
Although there are a lot of different definitions of cognitive style in the literature, it can be defined as an individual's preferred and habitual approach to organizing and representing information (Riding and Rainer, 1998) . Cognitive style is a personality dimension, which influences the way individuals collect, analyze, evaluate, and interpret information (Harrison and Rainer, 1992) . There are a variety of dimensions of cognitive styles, but among these dimensions, Field Dependence versus Field Independence has significant impacts on users' information processing, because it reflects how well an individual is able to restructure information based on the use of salient cues and field arrangement (Weller et al., 1994) . Their different characteristics are:
Field Dependence(FD): Field Dependence describes the degree to which a user's perception or comprehension of information is affected by the surrounding perceptual or contextual field, that is, "the extent to which the organization of the prevailing field dominates perception of any of its parts" (Witkin, et al., 1971) . Field Dependent individuals typically see the global picture, ignore the details, and approach a task more holistically. Field Dependent individuals are considered to have a more social orientation than Field Independent persons since they are more likely to make use of externally developed social frameworks. They tend to seek out external referents for processing and structuring their information. They are more readily influenced by the opinions of others, and are affected by the approval or disapproval of authority figures (Witkin et al., 1977) .
Field Independence(FI): Field Independent individuals tend to discern figures as being discrete from their background, to focus on details, and to be more serialistic in their approach to learning. These individuals tend to exhibit more individualistic behaviors since they are not in need of external referents to aide in the processing of information. They are better at processing impersonal abstract material, are not easily influenced by others, and are not overly affected by the approval or disapproval of superiors (Witkin et al., 1977) .
Recent studies have found that users' cognitive styles significantly influence their reaction to the user interface in terms of user control, multiple tools, and non-linear interaction. With respect to user control, several studies have suggested (Chuang, 1999 , Chanlin, 1998 that FI individuals could particularly get benefit from the control of media choice.
Other studies (Marrison and Frick, 1994) have suggested that FD users prefer to have auditory cues in the systems. Regarding multiple tools, Ford and Chen (2000) showed that FD individuals tend to build a global picture with the hierarchical map when interacting with web services, while Palmquist and Kim (2000) found that FD novices tend to follow links prescribed by a web page. Regarding non-linear interaction, Dufresne and Turcotte (1997) investigated the effect of cognitive style within a searching information environment. They found that FD students who used the system with non-linear structure spent more time completing the test than those who used the system with linear structure. FI individuals consulted the user guide for a longer period than FD individuals in the linear version, while FD individuals consulted it for longer in the non-linear version.
Results from these studies suggest that different cognitive style groups prefer different interface functionalities and structures provided by web-based applications. These results indicate the relevance of cognitive styles for personalization. In this paper we present a system that automatically identifies the cognitive style of a library catalogue user for personalization purposes. This approach is even more relevant because different studies have shown that FD/FI is consistent across domains and stable over time (Goodenough, 1976; Messick, 1976; Witkin, et al, 1977; Witkin and Goodenough, 1981) . This basically implies, that once a user has been assigned a cognitive style type, that type is constant in that environment, Brunel Library Catalogue in our case, and not only that, but that it is constant in other domains, i.e. if we identify the cognitive style of a user for Brunel Library catalogue, the identification of his/her cognitive style may be able to be used for other applications.
Experiment Design
This section describes the different characteristics of the experiments that were designed to capture interaction data to automatically create cognitive user models. The following subsections present the characteristics of the participants, the research instruments used, including the DL in which this study focuses, and the tasks designed and data collection techniques used. 
Participants
The study was conducted at Brunel University's Department of Information Systems and Computing. A total of 54 students participated in this study. All participants had the basic computing and Internet skills necessary to use Brunel Library Catalogue. Figure 2 illustrates the number of participants in each cognitive style.
Research Instruments
The research instruments used include: (1) Cognitive Style Analysis (CSA) to measure participants' cognitive styles, (2) a digital library catalogue, Brunel Library catalogue, which is the focus of the study, and (3) a tool for capturing user interaction and storing a user questionnaire, WebQuilt.
Cognitive Style Analysis
A number of techniques have been developed to measure Field Dependence/Field Independence, and among those we have chosen the Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) by Riding (1991) . The CSA test includes two sub-tests: (1) the first presents items containing pairs of complex geometrical figures that the individual is required to judge as either the same or different and (2) the second sub-test presents several items each comprising a simple geometrical shape, such as a square or a triangle, and a complex geometrical figure and the individual is asked to indicate whether or not the simple shape is contained in a complex one by pressing one of two marked response keys (Riding and Grimley, 1999) . These two subtests have different purposes. The first sub-test is a task requiring Field Dependent capacity, while the second sub-test requires the disembedding capacity associated with Field Independence. This provides a big advantage with other methods that only measure one of the factors.
The CSA measures what the authors refer to as a Wholist/Analytic (WA) dimension, noting that this is equivalent to Field Dependence (Riding & Rayner, 1998) . WA dimension is a real number between the values of 0.6 and 3.0 that indicates the degree of field dependence. Riding's (1991) recommendations are that scores below 1.03 denote Field Dependent individuals; scores of 1.36 and above denote Field Independent individuals; and scores between 1.03 and 1.35 are classified as Intermediate. In this study, categorizations were based on these recommendations.
Brunel Library Catalogue
Brunel Library Catalogue (BLC) is a typical digital library to access the bibliographical resources of Brunel University. BLC has two main mechanisms that provide different strategies for finding information: (1) Basic Search (Figure 3) , which is the one presented by default by the system, and (2) Advanced Search (Figure 4 ) which is accessed through the corresponding link presented in Figure 3 . Basic Search allows to run a quick search of the library catalogue using a set of keywords and one of the following commands: "word or phrase", "author" "title" or "periodical title". Also the user can choose in which library he/she wants to search that information. The help link describes briefly what each link is supposed to do. Advanced Search, as presented in Figure 4 , presents the user with a much broader way of searching information. The user can give value to each field (a generic work, author, title, subject etc.), and combine these words using and/or Boolean operators. The system also allows users to select other information like the library, the language, the publication year, etc.
Once a user submits a query to the system using the Basic Search or the Advance Search, the system responds with the items found in the database. An example of the interface presented is given in Figure 5 . The system presents a set of buttons in the top part: "Go Back", "Limit Search", "New Search", "Backward", "Forward", "Prefs" and "Exit". The "Limit Search" option is a link to the bottom of the page where the search mechanism used (Basic Search or Advanced Search) is presented with the terms used and a set of options for Search Limits (language, publication year, etc.). The limit search is obtained adding more words to the set of terms already introduced. The "New Search" option presents again the interface of Figure 3 . The "Backward/Forward" button allows to move up and down the items found. Once a user selects one item the information and interface given is presented in Figure 6 .
WebQuilt & Exit Questionnaire
WebQuilt Proxy Server (Hong et al., 2000) (http://guir.berkeley.edu/projects/webquilt) is a proxy system that unobtrusively gathers click stream data as users complete specified tasks. It is designed to conduct remote usability testing on a variety of Internet-enabled devices and provide a way to identify potential usability problems when the tester cannot be present to observe and record user actions. WebQuilt utilizes Java Servlet and JSP technology to track users' interaction and then store that data by (1) creating a log file of each user's web use and (2) additionally caching the pages a user accesses for later viewing. Figure 7 shows the basic architecture of WebQuilt Proxy. Once the proxy server is running, each user connects to any web page through the web server. The proxy server stores any interaction between the user and any web pages and a snapshot of each page visited by each user. These snapshots are given a number that is the same one used to describe the sequence of pages visited by the user. The Web proxy server has the possibility of adding a task box that can be used to indicate when a task has been finished. Once a user finishes each task and uses the task box links to finish it, Web Quilt allows to present to each user a set of questions regarding the task.
All the information captured is stored in the proxy server creating in each case a file using and id for each user. This allows to centralize all the information in the same place and at the same time being able to access the information of each user independently. The use of a proxy server architecture allows us to easily capture all the interaction between users and BLC, which otherwise would be far more difficult due to the changes needed to be implemented in BLC.
Task Design
The purpose of this experiment is to collect enough data to create an automatic classification system capable of identifying each user's cognitive style. The main behaviors that a user that access a web library catalogue has are two: browsing and searching (Bryan-Kinns, 2000) . In this context browsing is defined as the search of ill-defined information while searching is defined as the localization of specific well-defined information. Theng et al. (1999) presents an example of this approach, with two experiments designed to capture user interaction with a digital library in order to evaluate the degree of satisfaction of the users with the library interface. In order to identify users' real perceptions, participants were asked to perform a set of seven practical tasks (Table 1 ). The design of the task was interface dependent: the set of tasks was designed to involve all the functionalities that BLC provides to each user and the different behaviors (searching and browsing) that a user can show. The first question captures a searching behavior, as it has a clear well-defined answer contained in the library catalogue. It is also designed to capture if the user uses the "Search Everything", "Author" or "Title" options (which are different ways of approaching the problem) or if a Power Search is used. In case the power search is used it will be interesting to capture which elements are used (title, author, year), and if any search limit is introduced. The second task is a browsing question designed to test if the user uses the "Subject" option or prefers an approach using "Title" or "Search Everything". The third question is a combination of searching-browsing task designed especially to see if users use the option of selecting a specific campus or do it manually. It is also interesting to see how the user approaches the problem (searching by author or by general search). The rest of the tasks are designed to replicate some of the functionalities and/or behaviors, in order to have more data to effectively construct a cognitive classification system.
Experimental Procedures
The experiment was conducted using Brunel Library catalogue. The experiment comprised three different steps:
(1) Participants were given a task sheet, which described the task activities that they needed to complete with BLC. One participant carried out the experiment at a time.
(2) The CSA was used to classify participants' cognitive styles into Field Independent, Intermediate, or Field Dependent. (3) Participants were observed while they were carrying out the tasks, and clarifications were given when requested.
(4) At the end of each task the user answer the following questions: (1) was the user able to solve the task?, (2) was the task difficult?, and (3) what is the answer found?.
Data Collection & Summarization
The data collected from each user was centrally stored in the proxy server. For each user, the interaction data captured for solving the seven given tasks was summarized into six dependant variables, variables 1 to 6 in Table 2 , that formed one vector containing the elements describe in Table 2 . Each variable was then normalized "to one task" by dividing each value by seven. After normalization, each vector captured the way in which each user interacts with BLC to solve one generic task. Each vector had also two independent variables: users' cognitive styles and WA ratio (variables 7 and 8 in Table 2 ). The final database contains one vector for each user describing his/her interactions with BLC and his/her cognitive style and WA ratio. This provides an environment in which machine learning theories can be easily applied.
Cognitive Automatic Classification System
In this section we detail the construction of an efficient cognitive identification system. We start with a traditional machine learning approach using classification with neural networks and decision trees. After studying why the results are not satisfactory, we propose the construction of classification systems based on regression.
Decision Trees and Neural Networks
Two traditional approaches for constructing classification systems are decision trees and neural networks. Both theses approaches can also be used for regression (function approximation).
Decision tree learning (Mitchell, 1997; Winston, 1992 ) is a method for approximating discrete-valued functions with disjunctive expressions. There is a great variety of different decision tree algorithms in the literature: Classification & Regression Trees (C&RT) (Breiman et al, 1984) , Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID) (Kass, 1980) , C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) , or ID3 (Quinlan, 1986) . In the context of user modeling, decision trees can be used to classify users, according to the level of expertise, or the interests, or the cognitive style, etc., in order to use this information for personalization purposes (Tsukada et. al, 2002; Beck et al., 2003; Paliouras et al, 1999; Zhu et al., 2003; and Webb et al., 1997) . Classification rules are an alternative representation of the knowledge obtained from classification trees. Algorithms such as CART and C4.5 include methods to generalize rules associated with a tree. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological nervous systems process information (Fausett, 1994; Haykin, 1999) . NNs are able to derive meaning from complicated and/or imprecise data. Also, NN does not require the definition of any metric which makes them completely application independent. No initial knowledge about the problem that is going to be solved is needed. These characteristics make NNs a powerful method to model human behaviour and an ideal technique to create user models for personalization (Bidel et al., 2003; Sas et al., 2003; Beck et al., 2003; and Sheperd et al., 2002) . Depending on the architecture of the network, different NN can be defined. One of the most typical architectures is Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP), which are fully connected feed-forward nets with one or more layers of nodes between the input and the output nodes (typically there are three layers, called the input, hidden and output layer) and where each layer is composed of one or more artificial neurons in parallel that use the backpropagation training algorithm.
Result Analysis using Classification: C4.5 and MLP
Two cognitive classification systems were constructed using: (1) C4.5 as an example of classification trees and (2) MLP as an example of neural networks. Both systems were constructed using Weka Data Mining Software (Witten & Frank, 1999) , http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/. MLP was designed with a three-layer network with a sigmoidal transfer functions and was run for 500 epochs with a backpropagation algorithm. The training vectors consisted of six dependent variables (variables 1-6 in Table 2 ) and one independent variable, the cognitive style (variable 7 in Table   2 ). The output in each case was a classification system that identifies the cognitive style of a BLC user (FD, Intermediate or FI) by considering the set of interactions of that user. In order to test the classification system, two testing techniques were applied: (1) splitting and (2) cross-validation. Splitting divided the file into 66% for training and 33% for testing and 3 cross-validation, was applied. Table 3 present the cognitive  classification results. Classification results are not satisfactory: basically only one out of two users is assigned their correct cognitive style. In our opinions, the possible reasons are: (1) although it may seem that the problem we are dealing is a traditional classification problem in which all the instances (users) have assigned a class (cognitive style), this is not entirely true, because each user, originally, is assigned a number (WA ratio) which is then translated into a class, (2) the definition of cognitive style is something fuzzy which is not completely understood how it translates into the context of a library catalogue, (3) the behaviour of users within a class (cognitive style) is not necessarily constant: two users with the same cognitive style can have very different behaviours if for example one of them has a WA ratio near a border with another cognitive style, with which will share some behaviour patterns, and the other has a WA value not near any border, showing a pure behaviour of that cognitive style. This characteristic makes it harder to construct an efficient cognitive classification system.
Taking into account the previous conclusions we think that a regression approach (function approximation), in which we construct a system that predicts the WA ratio of a user and from that his/her cognitive style, instead of obtaining his/her cognitive style directly, would produce better results because the system would avoid the ill-definition of the concept that is trying to classify.
Result Analysis using Regression: C&RT and MLP
Two regression systems were constructed using: (1) C&RT as an example of classification trees used for regression and (2) MLP as an example of neural networks architecture using for regression. MLP was designed with a two-layer network with backpropagation learning, with a tan-sigmoid transfer function in the hidden layer and a linear transfer function in the output layer, which is a typical structure for regression problems (Demuth & Beale, 1998) , and was trained until the root mean square (RMS) error was smaller than 0.01. Both systems were designed with MATLAB (www.mathworks.com/products/matlab), using the NN Toolbox (www.mathworks.com/products/neuralnet) for MLP and the Computational Statistics Toolbox (Martinez & Martinez, 2001) for C&RT. The training vectors consisted of six dependent variables (variables 1-6 in Table 2 ) and one independent variable, the WA ratio (variable 8 in Table 2 ). The output in each case was a regression system that obtained and approximated value for the WA ratio of each user considering the set of interactions of that user. Again, in order to test the classification system two testing techniques were applied: (1) splitting and (2) 3-cross validation. Table 3 presents the cognitive classification results for C&RT and MLP, considering for MLP two different architectures with 5 and 10 neurons in the hidden layer. In order to obtain the correct classification rate when using the regression approach, first, the WA ratio predicted by the system was transformed into the cognitive style, and after that, the comparison with the correct cognitive style was made.
In general, we can see an increment in the correct classification rate, for both MLP and decision trees. This demonstrates that the regression approach outperforms the classification approach, which may be because of the ability of regression to manage the ill-definition of the concept being classified. This result is in accordance with what Peterson, Deary & Austin (2003) stated, that the use of category information on the CSA is considerably less reliable than the use of the WA ratios. When using MLP it seems that an increment in the number of hidden neurons reduces the correct classification rate. The best results are obtained using the decision tree approach with C&RT, which achieves a 70% correct classification rate, 5% higher than using MLP. We consider that one of the limitations of using a decision tree approach is that we lose the ability to capture the inherent uncertainty that modelling human behaviour has. In this context, a combination of decision trees with a soft computing technique (like NN for example) could increase the correct classification rate. Considering that decision trees can also be expressed in the form of classification rules, there are in the literature a variety of algorithms that combine classification rules with neural networks, generally called neuro-fuzzy systems. Neuro-fuzzy systems provide an excellent framework to automatically create rules that learn from examples using neural networks and that are able to handle the uncertainty and fuzzyness of the concepts and data being used.
Neuro-Fuzzy System
Neuro-Fuzzy systems combine a knowledge representation framework, fuzzy logic, with the learning capabilities of neural networks (Jang & Sun, 1995; Jang and Sun, 1999) . Fuzzy Logic defines a framework in which the inherent uncertainty of real information can be captured, modeled and used to reason with uncertainty (Klir, 1995; Yang et al. 1994) . Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS) are constructed using a set of membership functions for each input (also called linguistic labels) and Fuzzy Inference rules. Fuzzy Inference Rules take the form ``IF x is a, THEN y is b'', where x and y are inputs of the system and a and b are membership functions defined in x and y respectively. Under classical logic, the THEN implication is true if the antecedent is evaluated to be true. For fuzzy rules, the implication is set to be true to the same degree as the antecedent. A traditional FIS is divided into three steps: (1) fuzzification; (2) fuzzy inference; and (3) defuzzification.
The basic idea of combining fuzzy systems and neural networks is to design an architecture that uses a FIS to represent knowledge and the learning ability of a neural network to optimize its parameters. Neuro-Fuzzy systems (NFS) use NNs to learn and fine tune rules and/or membership functions from input-output data. NFS automate the process of transferring expert or domain knowledge into fuzzy rules. One of the most important NFS algorithms is ANFIS, AdaptiveNetwork-based Fuzzy Inference Systems, (Jang, 1993) , which has been used in a wide range of applications (Bonisone, Badami & Chiang, 1995) . The combination of NN and fuzzy sets offers a powerful method to model human behavior which allows NFS to be used for a variety of user modeling tasks (Lee, 2002; Stathacopoulou Grigoriadou & Magoulas, 2003; Drigas et al. 2004; Magoulas, Papanikolau & Grigoradou, 2001) .
One of the main limitations of NFS is the training time needed, which is exponential with the dimension of the input space. This dimensionality problem also appears with the rules, the number and size of rules exponentially increments with the dimensionality of the input space (with a factor given by the number of membership functions). This complexity in rules will also affect the execution time of NFS, i.e. the time needed to identify the cognitive style of a user. In our case this is of critical importance because we want to implement a system that is able to identify the cognitive style of a user in real-time in order to present a cognitive personalized interface. These problems imply that, in order to efficiently implement a NFS approach, we first need to reduce the input space of the system.
Feature Selection by Information Gaining
The objective of this section is to identify the subset from the six original dependent variables that better characterize each cognitive style within the context of a neuro-fuzzy classifier in order to avoid the dimensionality problem. To identify which variables are more relevant we have selected all subsets of one, two, three and four variables from the original six, and for each combination a neuro-fuzzy system has been trained using data splitting, with 66% for training and 33% for testing (NFS of higher dimensionality were not able to be trained due to the dimensionality problem). All neuro-fuzzy systems were implemented using MATLAB's Fuzzy Logic Toolbox (www.mathworks.com/products/fuzzylogic). The training process was run for one epoch, the original fuzzy logic knowledge base was automatically generated using grid partition and each input was assigned two labels. For each system we collected its Root Mean Square (RMS) training error (the error when the testing file is the same 66% used for training) and its RMS testing error (the error when the testing items used were the 33% of the file not used for training). Figure 8 presents the training and testing error for each subset of one variable (6 subsets) ordered using the training error. Figure 9 to Figure 11 present the same results for each subset of two variables (15 subsets), three variables (20 subsets) and four variables (showing the 15 subsets with smaller training error). From Figure 8 , we can obtain that IN2 (AS in Table 2 ) provides the better training error, 0.4448, and IN1 (BS in Table 2 ) the best testing error, 0.3499. Figure 9 corroborates the importance of IN2 for training error, because the smallest training errors are always obtained using IN2 as one of its inputs. Also, again, the smallest testing error is obtained in combination with IN1, by the pair of inputs IN1-IN6 (GB in table 2). Figure 10 and Figure 11 show that, although the incorporation of a third and fourth variables can produce subsets of inputs with similar training errors, testing errors are much higher. Typically the set of variables would be chosen according to the smallest testing error, which produces IN1-IN6 as input variables (testing error of 0.3442). Choosing the set of variables with smallest testing error does not imply that these variables will produce the best solution, because each neuro-fuzzy system was run for just one epoch, and there is no indication about how both testing and training error will evolve. Also, considering that in this case IN1-IN6 has the highest training error for the set of two variables, we also decided to choose a set of variables that, while having a testing error similar to IN1-IN6, also had one of the smallest training errors, in other words, the combination of variables with the smallest testing error among the ones with the smallest training error. Considering this approach we selected the pair IN1-IN2, which has a testing error of 0.3597 but a smaller training error than IN1-IN6. Also, this combination of variables is very promising because it combines the variable that minimizes the training error (IN2), with the variable that minimizes testing error (IN1).
We reach the conclusion that an optimum system in the sense of: (1) size of the fuzzy knowledge base, (2) training and testing time and (3) efficiency of the classification system, would be achieved by a two dimensional system with a possible combination of BS and AS or BS and GP as inputs. The following sections checks which one of these combinations produces better results.
Result Analysis: Neuro-Fuzzy Cognitive Classification
Two neuro-fuzzy systems were constructed using the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox implementation of ANFIS as learning algorithm. The training vectors were composed of two variables: BS and AS (variables 1 and 2 of Table 2) in the first case, and BS and GP (variables 1 and 8 of Table 2 ) for the second case. The independent variable was in both cases the WA ratio (variable 8 of Table 2 ). Both neuro-fuzzy systems were designed not to directly give the cognitive style, but to obtain the WA ratio. In order to test each neuro-fuzzy system two testing techniques were applied: (1) 66%-33% splitting and (2) 3-cross validation. In both cases, the original fuzzy system was automatically generated using grid partition, and learning run for 50 epochs. The training algorithm selected the fuzzy inference system that minimized the testing error within the first 50 epochs. Figure 12 , where dots represent testing error and asterisks the training error, shows the learning process and how the minimum testing error is obtained in epoch 21 and has a value of 0.38 when using BS-AS as inputs. Both fuzzy system are quite simple with two inputs (BS-AS or BS-GP), one output (WA value), three membership functions per input, three output singletons and only three rules. Figure 13 shows the output of the testing file when using 66%-33% splitting for the system constructed with BS-AS. As can be seen, although the exact WA ratio is not predicted, the system is able to give very approximate values that actually classify the user, in general, in the correct cognitive style. Nevertheless, users that have a WA ratio near cognitive style borders have a higher probability of being incorrectly classified. Using splitting the correct classification rate obtained is 82% with BS-AS and 75% with BS-GP while 3-cross validation provides a 76% correct classification rate with BS-AS and 73% with BS-GP. The results show, that for our problem, BS-AS captures better that BS-GP the characteristics of each cognitive style. These results are better than the ones provided using just a rule-based approach, as done by C&ART, which implies that the soft computing approach captures, to some extent, the uncertainty of modelling cognitive styles. Also the reduction of the input space allows to implement an ANFIS system with a real-time response, which is specially critical for personalization of applications.
Cognitive Classification from a Personalized Application Perspective
As we said previously, the concept of cognitive style (Field Dependent / Intermediate / Field Independent) is actually constructed using the concept of WA ratio (a real number in the range of 0.6-3.0), in which WA scores below 1.03 denote Field Dependent individuals; scores of 1.36 and above denote Field Independent individuals; and scores between 1.03 and 1.35 are classified as Intermediate. Such classification is given by Riding (1991) , but other values for classification of cognitive styles are also possible, i.e. the borders between cognitive styles are fuzzy. Taking that idea into account and also considering that our cognitive identification system will be part of a personalized environment for BLC, it can be possible that some of the users that have been assigned to an incorrect cognitive style can find the interface assigned to them by personalization useful. Users with WA ratio near cognitive borders have a higher probability of being incorrectly classified; nevertheless it also implies that these users, to some extent, share the behaviours of its neighbours, so they can also find useful their personalized interface.
Taking into account the above observation, we can define the concept of "being a user near a cognitive border" as a user whose WA ratio is within (-0.1, +0.1) of the border of a cognitive style. Considering the previous assumption, those users would find useful the two possible personalized interfaces associated with each one of their two valid cognitive styles. For example, a user with a WA ratio of 1.01 could be classified as Field Dependent, or considering that 1.01 is included in [1.03±0.1], with 1.03 the border value between FD and Intermediate, it can also be classified as Intermediate. It would be interesting to find out the correct classification rate of the proposed regression systems taking into account this definition. Table 4 presents the correct classification rates using MLP, C&RT, ANFIS with BS-AS (which provided better results) and the new concept of classification rate. Note that when using ANFIS we achieve, in the worst case, a 91% correct classification rate. These results, which arouse from an application perspective, show that the automatic identification of a user cognitive style within BLC is feasible, and opens the door to automatically personalize BLC to each one of its users from a cognitive perspective without the need to run a cognitive style test.
Conclusions
The cognitive style of a user is a very relevant factor to determine the way in which a user interacts with a web-based service. This importance implies that cognitive personalized services can be very useful to tackle the different problems that users have when interacting with Internet, especially in environments as relevant as digital libraries. The main drawback of considering a cognitive personalized interface is that in order to assign a cognitive style to a user, each user needs to take a cognitive style test. This process is time consuming and some users would not be willing to take it.
In this paper we have proposed an approach to overcome the inconvenience of implementing a cognitive interface by automatically identifying each user's cognitive style. We have reached two main conclusions: (1) In order to better identify the CS of a user, due to the fuzziness of the definition of cognitive style, a regression approach, in which we obtain the WA ratio, outperforms a classification approach, in which the cognitive style is directly identified, and (2) in general, and considering that we are modeling human behavior, the use of a soft computing approach improves the classification rate. Also we have proposed a correct classification rate definition from an application perspective, in which users near cognitive borders can have two correct cognitive styles. We have focused our study in what we consider very relevant Internet tools such as digital libraries, using Brunel Library Catalogue as a testing environment. The results obtained by using a neuro-fuzzy approach in this context have shown that the system can be applied to automatically generate user models for cognitive personalization, thus avoiding the main inconvenience of constructing cognitive personalized interfaces. We consider that these improvements open the door to actually implement high-scale personalized DL based on cognitive styles. We plan to study how this methodology applies to, first, other digital libraries/search interfaces and, second, to other applications/interfaces. Initial studies have shown that FD/FI is consistent across domains and stable over time (Witkin, et al, 1977; Witkin and Goodenough, 1981) . This implies that once we have constructed a cognitive user model, the same model can be applied to any application and it will not change over time. We plan to check these theoretical results from an application perspective to see if our approach can actually be applied to a variety of applications.
